
Mr Masters’ PE Challenges – Please send pictures to your teacher  

 

Solo Competitions 

 

Using ANYTHING from around the house, try and balance it on all parts of your body! I 

want to see the most obscure object balanced on a part of you. 

  

Create your own workout, can you use objects from around your house to create your 

own workout? Creating a circuit or obstacle course would be a great way to complete 

this task. 

 

 

Football style skills and drills 

What you need: Football / Tennis ball  

Level 1 – Bounce the ball onto your thigh and catch it. 

Level 2 – Bounce the ball onto your thigh and then onto the second thigh and catch it. 

Level 3 – Bounce the ball onto both thighs and then onto a foot and catch it.  

Level 4 – Bounce the ball onto both thighs and then both feet and catch it. 

Level 5 - Bounce the ball onto your head, then both thighs and then both feet and 

catch it! 

Level 6 - You make the challenge. Can you think of anything harder than Level 5? Maybe get two people 

involved? 

 

 

Games at home to play with your family 

 

Reaction game 

Place a small object (spoon) in the middle of two markers (cushions) that are an even distance apart. 

Parent / guardian calls out commands for children to touch a body part. Multiple body parts are said 

before the command SPOON. When spoon is shouted both people playing the game will try and grab 

the spoon. Fastest wins. 

 

Balance game 

Use anything large or small and experiment balancing it on any part of your body. Using 

harder and more obscure objects to balance on yourself. Easy? Try and balance multiple 

objects on someone else. Human Buckaroo! 

 

Trivia game 

Using posted notes write a sports person on it and stick it somewhere that the other 

person won’t see. You must now act out what sport that person does as well as other clues 

but you are not allowed to talk! 

 

Juggling 

Using three soft similar size objects. Start with two and practice until you can 

introduce a third. Challenge: Use another person and juggle as a pair.  

 

Balloon Tennis 

What you need: Balloon 

Area: Setting up something in between two sides (tennis court style)  

Players must be on bottoms.  

Alternate serving, all shots must be underarm (so balloon goes up)  

Point scored every time the balloon touches the floor.  


